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Vp = 250 m/s
Vs = 120 m/s
limestone bedrock Vp = 2000 m/s
water table
Vp = 1300 m/s
gradient layer
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probable location of coastline
Neogene (limestone, marl)
Permian − Mesozoic (marble)
gneiss, mica schist, amphibolite
Quarternary, mostly Holocene
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(0) field configuration
(b) curl/divergence operation
(d) polarization wavefront gradient(e)
(a) vector rotation − wavefield optimization
(1) vector rotation − wavefield separation
(c) slowness projection
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50 m 160 ms
wavefront gradient(e)polarization(d)
slowness projection(c)
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250 ms 250 ms
s3_curlX_t250 s3_divY_t250
s3_vecrot_Yradial_t250s3_vecrot_Xtrans_t250
50 m 250 ms
polarization(d) wavefront gradient(e)
slowness projection(c)










































































































slowness projection radialslowness projection transverse
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250 ms 250 ms
250 ms 250 ms
250 ms 250 ms
50 m 250 ms
transverse part of shot X(a)
transverse part of shot Y(b)
optimized transverse(c)
radial part of shot Y
radial part of shot X
optimized radial
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line by line acquisition with Galperin geophones
rotation from Galperin to Cartesian coordinate system
sorting into shot gathers
splitting into common shot & receiver component
bandpass filter: 2,4,128,140 Hz
2C AGC, 200ms
slowness projection







wavefield separation with three different methods
heuristic wavefield optimization
first break picking
estimation of refractor velocity v1
traveltime reduction with v1
depth conversion by Stolt−migration
first break picking
offset weighted averaging of picked horizons
ground−truthing by coring information
tomographic inversion
refractor model as input
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